INTRODUCTION
High power lasers with intensities exceeding 10 21 W/cm 2 are an efficient tool for accelerating multispecies charged particles to relativistic energies [1] . Laser-driven ion beams are polychromatic and have wide energy spread. To characterize these particles the Thomson spectrometer is widely used ( [2] and reference within), which provides the distribution of accelerated ions as a function of their energy and mass-to-charge ratio, simultaneously. Numerous detectors have been used in the past decades to record high-energy charged particles.
These include solid state nuclear track detectors such as CR-39, [3] nuclear emulsions, radiochromic films (RCFs), [4] image/phosphor plates, [5] scintillators, Cherenkov detectors, Faraday cups. The Thomson spectrometer becomes a particularly valuable diagnostic if a microchannel plate (MCP) detector coupled to the phosphor screen is used. The MCP detector enables real time operation of the Thomson spectrometer with single particle sensitivity. However, for a quantitative analysis of the ion beams the absolute calibration of detection system is needed. stopping range of particles becomes larger than the thickness of the detector, or, in other words, the detector cannot stop those particles. In fact, the MCP plates made of lead-silicate glass (main material) with typical thicknesses of up to 0.6 mm the protons with energies above 10 MeV cannot be stopped [8] whereas nowadays experimentally observed ions/protons reach energies of tens of MeV per nucleon. Careful consideration is required in evaluating the MCP signal in this regime, since the gain and the secondary electron yield from the MCP plate can be affected, and constraints are posed on the calibration procedure. A theoretical model, in good agreement with the experimental calibration data, allowed extending the calibration to several tens of MeV ions.
The calibration of the detection system is essential for a correct quantitative analysis and interpretation of the experimental data.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The charged particles were generated by irradiating foil targets with the Ti-Sapphire laser beam at the Center for Relativistic Laser Science (CoReLS), GIST, Gwangju [9] . In this experiments, 30 fs laser pulses of energy ~ 14 J were focused by a f/3 off axis parabolic mirror at a peak intensity of ~ 210 20 W/cm 2 onto 6 m Al targets at an incidence angle of 30˚ to the target normal. In these experiments, the measurements of the ion spectrum were carried out with a Thomson spectrometer. Typically, a magnetic field of (0.90.1) T and electric field up to 22 kV/cm were applied. The ions were detected by an MCP detector [10], with a diameter of 75 mm coupled to a phosphor screen (P43) that was imaged with a 2-inch objective having 50 mm focal length and F0.95 aperture onto the chip of a 16 bit CCD camera (PIXIS 1024, Princeton Instruments). The effective f-number of the imaging system was F6. Generated digital signal in CCD chip was about few 1000 counts implying a linear response of CCD. The entrance pinhole of the spectrometer was 100 m, which ensures that the ion species are clearly resolved on the detector and the ion spectra can be recorded with high energy resolution (∼ 0.7 % at 20
MeV per nucleon). The solid angle for ion collection was 4.7  10 -9 sr.
In order to calibrate the response of the detection system to the impact of energetic charged particles, a 1 mm thick slotted CR-39 (solid state nuclear track detectors) plate having identical width and spacing of 4 mm were installed in front of the MCP detector (see Fig. 1 ) [6] in a single or double layer configurations. Track formation in CR-39 takes place by the passage of energetic particle via an electronic collision cascade process, which spreads outward from the particle trajectory, breaks the molecular structures and results in a damaged zone in the plate [11] . After exposure to the accelerated ions, the CR-39 was etched in a 6N NaOH solution at a constant temperature of 68.5 ˚C. The etching process reveals damaged zones, generally referred as pits, due to the impact of particles. Thus, recorded parabolic traces of ions [6] appear on the stripes of CR-39 and on the MCP between the stripes, shown in Fig. 2 . The entire etching process was carried out in small time intervals to avoid any overlapping of the pits. After each etching step, the pits were counted manually under an optical microscope.
CALIBRATION METHOD
The parabolic ion traces, simultaneously recorded on the CR-39 and on the MCP, are shown in Fig. 2 Similarly to the procedure reported in [6] , the relative calibration was done by assuming that the number of particles on adjacent stripes correlates with the CCD integrated counts between the stripes and belongs to the same parabolic trace. Having three data points on each stripe allows to extrapolate with good accuracy the number of protons between the stripes.
The stopping range of protons with energies > 10 MeV is larger than the 1 mm thickness of the CR-39 plate we employed [8] . For that reason two configurations of detectors were used, i.e. one and two layers of CR-39 placed in front of the MCP. The second configuration allows to record particles distribution between first and second layers of CR-39 in order to infer particle number detected by the MCP in the back of CR-39 stripe in the single layer CR-39 and MCP configuration with the energies for which a single CR-39 layer is not enough in order to stop those particles.
In the configuration using two layers of slotted CR-39, the MCP shows a dark shadow in correspondence of the CR-39 stripes ( Fig. 2(b) ) which indicates the total stopping of the particles in the CR-39s. It is worth to mention that in the experiments pit formation due to particles impact is observed along the whole thickness of pits begin to appear also on the second CR-39 layer ( Fig. 3(a) ). The protons in the energy range 10 12.3 (restricted by energy range on the stripe) have created pits on the rear side of the first CR-39 and on the front side of the second CR-39 plate. Qualitatively, the analysis of the pits is shown in Fig. 3 (b) together with the fraction of transmitted protons through the first CR-39 plate as a function of energy.
In the experiments where a single plate of slotted CR-39 was installed in front of the MCP detector the information above is useful to interpret the signal observed on the MCP behind a CR-39 stripe which can partly or fully stop those particles.
The energy calibration of the segmented parabolic traces (Fig. 2 ) was obtained using a MATLAB routine.
The parabolic traces are described analytically based on approximation of small deflections assuming that the both fields in average are uniform over the length of the plates and zero outside, and the ions are non-relativistic [12] . Partially segmented spectra on CR-39 and MCP were individually fitted with the help of polynomial fitting function. Finally the calibration results (counts/particles) were obtained by dividing the MCP functional fitting curve to that of CR-39. Main sources of error in the MCP calibration factor were Poisson's distribution of signal counting and the curve fitting procedure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
-Calibration of protons
In Fig. 4 a correlation of integrated particles counts in CR-39 stripes and MCP signal between the stripes is shown. These data were obtained in three consecutive shots, which were accumulated on a stack of two CR-39s, while the MCP signal is obtained by summing the MCP raw data for these shots. Protons having energies 10 , due to their total stopping in 1 mm thickness of CR-39, were counted from the first layer of CR-39, and the protons with 10 energies from the second CR-39 plate. Because the etching was carried out in small time intervals the pits have been revealed and counted along the whole thickness of CR-39 and at the rear surface upon their appearance.
As discussed earlier, in 1 mm-thick CR-39 the particles with energies 10.4 [8] cannot be stopped.
Experiments showed that the protons at these energies are creating pits on the rear surface of the first CR-39 plate, and on the front surface of the second CR-39 plate ( Fig. 3(a) ). The number of pits on both CR-39 layers in this transparency regime is almost the same ( Fig. 3(b) ), although the width of the spectral trace on the second layer is slightly broader than on the first layer, which is due to the scattering of the protons while passing through the first CR-39. Appearance of the pits on both CR-39 plates at the same particles energies (10 are slowed down to 2.3 MeV) and will be fully stopped in the second CR-39 plate. Thus, in the transient mode when the energy of the particle increases and its stopping range becomes greater than the thickness of the first detector, each proton creates a pit in both layers of CR-39s.
In the configuration where only one plate of CR-39 was employed the transmitted protons through the CR-39 were recorded by the MCP. In the inset of Fig. 5 (b) the magnified image of MCP signal in the 10 -12.6 energy range is shown, which is located under the corresponding stripe in the CR-39 plate. The signal was produced by the protons which have passed through a 1 mm thick CR-39 plate and as a result have been slowed down to energies 2 -6.6 [8] . Therefore, one cannot assign these data to the calibration of MCP for high energies, however they can be used as confirmation of the calibration at this energy interval, because, as we have seen from double layer CR-39 data, the amount of protons recorded on both CR-39 plates were the same. Therefore, the applied method for MCP calibration is restricted by the stopping range of particles larger than detector thickness.
The proton signal on the MCP in the energy range 18 20 , which is located behind a CR-39 stripe, can be clearly seen (see inset in Fig. 5(b) ), whereas, no pits were observed on the corresponding CR-39 stripe. This implies that the CR-39 becomes completely transparent for protons of energies 18 . In contrast, the 0.6 mm thick MCP plate, although it cannot stop even the slowed down protons in CR-39 (e.g., 18
-20 MeV protons become 14 -16.5 MeV, and MCP plate can pass the protons above 8 MeV), could still generate a sufficient amount of signal, which is consistent with the MCP response in this part of the spectra. It is interesting to note, that there is no observable broadening of the spectral trace in this part of the spectra (Fig. 5) in contrast to the 10 -12.6 energy range (Fig. 3) where the width of the spectral trace on the second layer was broadened compare to the first layer, as it was discussed above. Simulations of the propagation of ions in matter [8] shows slight broadening (in a range of  10 m) which is below our resolution. Therefore, it is suggestive, that the detection efficiency of MCP for high energy ions can be increased by slowing down of ions in the appropriately chosen medium where the scattering of ions for a given measurement setup can be neglected.
The Fig. 6 shows the calibration factor for protons, for both the single and the three accumulated shots. The calibration factor could be obtained experimentally up to about 17.3 MeV. The MCP response for protons is very similar or the same for energies >18 MeV and 14-16.5 MeV. The latter means that the energy deposition of those protons is very similar which is because the protons are not in the Bragg peak part of their energy deposition and therefore the energy deposited is almost similar. It will be shown later in this paper that on the basis of theoretical considerations with this assumption the calibration curve for the sensitivity of the MCP to particle impact can be extended to much higher energies.
-Calibration of carbon ions
In the same way, the response of MCP to carbon ions including C 4+ , C 5+ and C 6+ was obtained as shown in Fig. 7 . In this case single shot data have been used due to the following reasons; in spite of the number of carbon ions being about 3 times lower than protons at the same energy/nucleon, all the carbon ions are stopped on the surface of CR-39, and the size of the pits were about 5 times bigger than that created by protons which leads easily to saturation of the plates. The MCP response is similar for all measured carbon ions C 4+ , C 5+ and C 6+ over a broad energy range (Fig. 7) , i.e. there is no charge state dependence of the response. Fig. 8(a) shows the raw image of ion traces obtained by employing a Thomson spectrometer coupled to the MCP detector along the target normal direction in the same experimental setup and interaction geometry at a laser intensity of about 2  10 20 W/cm 2 focused on 6 m target. The proton and Carbon spectra obtained using the calibration factor obtained according to the procedure explained above are shown in Fig.8a .
THEORETICAL MODEL The theoretical model considered in [6] was used to simulate the generated signal strength in MCP to the proton and carbon ion impact depending on their energy. Similarly, adopting the general expression for the secondary electron yield from a solid [13] , and assuming that for a particular material the probability of electron escape from the surface ( ), the energy needed to be deposited to produce an electron for escape ( , and the characteristic length of electron diffusion inside the material are constant ( , the response of the MCP on particles impact can be written as
where / is the electronic stopping power of the projectile ion into the material and is the angle of incidence with respect to the normal to the MCP cannel surface, is the gain in MCP channel which could be approximated as an exponential function on channel length ( ) and applied voltage, and it can be calculated as / , where is a constant, is the ion penetration depth inside the channel.
The stopping power / of the particles has been considered at different energies to calculate the gain. For protons, the stopping range increases significantly with the particle energies. Although the stopping range of 10 protons is larger than MCP thickness, a detectable signal is generated in the MCP because the amount of energy released in the material is still higher than the energy required for releasing an electron ( . Therefore, the MCP response was calculated as
where the energy is summed over the length of MCP with the corresponding change of the gain in the channel, with the assumption, that the released energy in the material is proportional to the produced electrons for escape.
The incidence angle of particles is known from the geometry of the experiments. For instance, for protons MeV, [13] and predicts that at even higher energies the response of MCP will decrease very slowly with energy, in connection with the decrease of the deposited energy.
Regarding the response of MCP to carbon ions, we observe that their stopping range is very short for the energies we could produce experimentally (e.g. for 60 MeV carbon ions the stopping range is 76 m), therefore, varying the stopping power with energy does not significantly contribute to the response, and consequently to the gain in MCP channel. As a result, the dependence on 1/ is the main cause of variation in response for different Carbon energies. As shown in Fig. 7 (b) the theoretical model reproduces the experimental results well also for Carbon ions. It is expected that for higher energies, above 200 MeV, having significantly longer penetration depth, the MCP will show a similar response as observed for protons.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have discussed the method and results of absolute calibration of the MCP assembly The experimental results are compared with model presented in Ref. [2] . The results of model calculation and experimental data are in a good agreement with each other, and allow extrapolating the response to higher energies, with the extrapolation showing only a very slow dependence on particle energy.
FIGURES Fig. 1 . The schematic of the experimental arrangement. The unit of distance is cm. shows the C 6+ pits on CR-39. The zero point signal in b) indicated by the arrow is the emission from the source unaffected by the electric and magnetic fields of the spectrometer (neutral particles and x-rays). These data are obtained for summed three consecutive shots. The theoretical calculation fits well with the experimental data points. calibrated proton and C 6+ spectra employing the measured calibration factors for protons ( Fig. 6 ) and carbon ions (Fig. 7b) ). 
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